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We demonstrate room temperature detection of isolated single 19 nm super-paramagnetic nanopar-

ticles (SPNs) with a wide-field optical microscope platform suitable for biological integration. The

particles are made of magnetite (Fe3O4) and are thus non-toxic and biocompatible. Detection is

accomplished via optically detected magnetic resonance imaging using nitrogen-vacancy defect

centers in diamond, resulting in a DC magnetic field detection limit of 2.4 lT. This marks a large

step forward in the detection of SPNs, and we expect that it will allow for the development of mag-

netic-field-based biosensors capable of detecting a single molecular binding event. VC 2014
AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4893602]

Super-paramagnetic nanoparticles (SPNs) are particles

made of ferromagnetic material which, due to their small

size, exhibit paramagnetic behavior with magnetic suscepti-

bilities orders of magnitude larger than typical paramagnetic

materials.1 Magnetite (Fe3O4) SPNs can be readily function-

alized for specific binding to a wide variety of molecules,2–6

and are thus particularly useful for biological detection and

imaging applications.7–10 However, the detection of single
SPNs in biologically compatible systems has remained an

unsolved problem. Applications that would benefit greatly

from this capability include highly sensitive assays for can-

cer,11,12 HIV,13 and non-acute-coronary-syndrome cardiac

conditions.14 In particular, digital immuno-assays rely on the

detection of single bio-molecules to achieve ultra-high detec-

tion sensitivities.15,16 In this work, we experimentally realize

a room temperature platform capable of detecting single

19 nm diameter magnetite SPNs using wide-field optical

imaging.

SPNs offer several advantages over conventional fluo-

rescent tags. SPNs are detected magnetically, and thus the bi-

ological system under investigation can theoretically be

completely isolated from optical fields, reducing undesired

optical and thermal interactions. Furthermore, while the ma-

jority of biological samples exhibit fluorescence, they typi-

cally do not exhibit magnetism, potentially allowing for

higher background contrast in SPN-based sensing schemes.

Finally, SPN tags may allow for spatial manipulation of

tagged molecules and the removal of unbound tags through

the application of a magnetic field gradient.17,18

Several SPN detection schemes have been demon-

strated, such as giant magneto-resistive (GMR) sensors,19,20

magnetic force microscopy (MFM),21 superconducting quan-

tum interference devices (SQUIDs),22 micro-Hall sen-

sors,23,24 and magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs).25 Of the

methods listed above, detection of single magnetic particles

with diameters under 1 lm has only been demonstrated with

SQUIDs and MFM. SQUIDs require operation at cryogenic

temperatures while MFM makes use of a nano-mechanical

scanning probe in contact with the sensing surface. Thus,

neither of these platforms is ideal for biological integration.

Our platform uses negatively charged nitrogen-vacancy

(NV) centers in diamond to detect the magnetic field from

SPNs. NVs are point defects in the diamond crystal lattice

consisting of a substitutional nitrogen atom and a vacancy

occupying nearest-neighbor lattice sites. The long electron

spin coherence times of the NV ground state (up to 1.8 ms at

room temperature),26,27 combined with spin-dependent opti-

cal transitions, make NV centers attractive for highly sensi-

tive magnetometry applications.28,29 For example, single NV

centers have been used to detect single nuclear spins within

the diamond lattice.30–32 Ensembles of NVs can also be used

for two-dimensional magnetic field imaging over larger

regions, but with reduced sensitivity.33–35 Using ensemble-

based sensing, we are able to image disturbances in a uni-

form applied magnetic field due to the presence of SPNs.

NV centers can be viewed as a localized 2-electron sys-

tem with the energy-level diagram shown in Figure 1(a). The

ground state of the system is a spin-triplet, for which the

ms¼61 spin states are degenerate under zero applied mag-

netic field, and split from the ms¼ 0 spin state by an energy

Ess due to spin-spin interactions.36,37 Under an applied DC

magnetic field, the Zeeman effect causes the ms¼61

ground states to split,34,35 with respective energy shifts of

DE ¼ 6glB
~B � ẑ, where g is the electron g-factor, lB is the

Bohr magneton, B
*

is the applied DC magnetic field, and ẑ is

a unit vector aligned with the NV symmetry axis. Thus by

detecting DE, the component of the applied field aligned

with the NV axis can be determined.

Optical detection of DE is made possible by the pres-

ence of a decay path from the ms¼61 excited states,

through two singlet states, to the ms¼ 0 ground state.37,38

This causes the ms ¼6 1 states to emit less photolumines-

cence (PL) relative to the ms¼ 0 state, and also allows for
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optical pumping to the ms¼ 0 spin state. Under constant op-

tical excitation, an RF magnetic field resonant with a ground

state spin transition can be used to transfer population to a

ms¼61 spin state, resulting in a decrease in detected PL.

An example of an optically detected magnetic resonance

(ODMR) curve is shown in Figure 1(b), in which collected

PL intensity is measured as a function of RF. A 3% dip is

observed at 2.945 GHz, corresponding to the ms¼ 0 to

ms¼�1 spin transition for NV centers aligned to the applied

field.

In this work, we perform imaging ODMR measurements

on a 200 nm-thick, high-density sheet of NV centers near the

{111} surface of a diamond chip.39 As depicted in Figure

1(c), the sensing chip sits on a co-planar transmission line

used to apply an RF magnetic field in the plane of the chip

surface. A neodymium (Nd) magnet sits below, applying a

DC magnetic field of approximately 200 mT at the surface,

aligned to the surface normal and thus to one of the four dis-

tinguishable h111i NV orientations. The chip is imaged

using standard wide-field fluorescence microscopy, with a

10 lm diameter excitation area and a resolution of approxi-

mately 500 nm.39

Using this setup, the spatial distribution of the component

of the magnetic field normal to the chip surface is imaged. We

use a simple difference imaging scheme utilizing only NVs

aligned with the applied DC field. Field images are obtained

as a difference of PL images taken with the applied RF mag-

netic field set to two different frequencies. As illustrated in

Figure 1(d), resonance shifts due to changes in magnetic field

result in changes in the PL intensity difference between the

two RF states. The frequencies are chosen to be just below the

steepest parts of the ODMR curve on either side of the reso-

nance (f1 and f2 in Figures 1(b) and 1(d)), maintaining a high

small-field sensitivity while increasing the signal from the

high field in proximity to SPNs.

In order to characterize the system’s SPN detection

capability, magnetite SPNs with a median core size of

16.9 6 0.46 nm and a standard deviation of the log-normal

distribution of 0.249 6 0.036 were deposited on the sensing

surface in isolated single particles and small groups. The

SPNs were synthesized according to a previously reported

method,39–43 and exhibited magnetic saturation for applied

fields greater than �50 mT. Particle distributions were

obtained by drying colloidal suspensions on a lithographi-

cally defined pattern on the sensor surface, resulting in a grid

pattern with small groups of particles at each grid point.

Figure 2(a) shows a scanning electron microscope (SEM)

image of a resulting pattern of particle groups.39

Figure 2(b) shows a magneto-optical image of the area

shown in Figure 2(a), obtained using the difference-imaging

scheme described above. The total exposure time for each

RF field state was 10 s, with no improvement in the signal-

to-noise ratio (SNR)39 observed for increased integration

time. Single particles, indicated by black arrows, are visible

as dark spots in the image. The upper left grid spot, indicated

with a white arrow, contains no SPNs and there is corre-

spondingly no detected signal. Zoomed-in SEM images of

both single-particle grid spots, as well as the empty grid

spot, are shown in Figures 2(d)–2(f). Two grid spots contain-

ing two particles are also shown in Figures 2(g) and 2(h).

Horizontal line cuts through the particles show diameters

close to 19 nm, confirming their single-particle nature. A

horizontal line cut through the center of the image is also

included in Figure 2(f) for comparison.

Including a second nearby imaging area,39 a total of 18

grid spots containing between 0 and 5 particles were imaged.

The detection of single particles and small groups is summar-

ized in Figure 3, where the signal-to-noise ratio for each group

is plotted as a function of particle count.39 Importantly, all

groups and single particles were detected with SNR values

FIG. 1. (a) Energy level diagram for an NV center. Green arrows represent 532 nm excitation and red arrows represent radiative decay in the collection band.

Note that only zero-phonon decay is depicted and energy level spacings are not drawn to scale. (b) Experimental ODMR curve taken with a�200 mT magnetic

field applied at the sensing surface. The frequency bias points for imaging are indicated as f1 and f2. Blue circles are experimental data points and the solid red

line is a Lorentzian fit. (c) Schematic of setup below microscope objective showing the arrangement of the RF transmission line (Tx line), Nd magnet, and dia-

mond chip. Inset shows a zoomed-in cut through the diamond chip and Tx line. (d) Diagram of difference detection scheme, with the blue curve representing

an ODMR curve under the background field and the red curve representing a shift in resonance due to a change in magnetic field. The colored arrows and rec-

tangles represent the difference signal in each case.
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greater than 1.5, indicating that only a single particle is

required within the field of view of the microscope for posi-

tive detection. For many applications, such as those requiring

imaging of isolated single SPN-tagged biomolecules, this is

an important capability. We note, however, that due to varia-

tions in signal between different groups of the same size, the

system cannot currently be used for exact particle counting.

The data suggest that particle number can at best be estimated

to within 61 particle for group sizes <5. The dominant source

of variation in signal strength for a given group size is likely

variation in particle size. In fact, the measured particle size

variation39 corresponds to a variation in magnetic moment

between a factor of 3.8 and 6.5. Neither a variation in the

easy-axis orientation of the SPNs, nor a variation in NV-

particle distance are expected to be contributing significantly

to the signal variation.39

We define the magnetic field limit-of-detection (LOD) as

the magnetic field required to cause a change in pixel value

equivalent to the 3-sigma noise in a control area. The control

area is chosen to be a 7 � 7 pixel square in close proximity to

the wells, and the measured noise corresponds to an LOD of

2.4 lT. This is in reasonable agreement with the expected

value of 3.8 lT, based on experimental ODMR spectra from

the chip, the optical resolution of the system and the exposure

time used.39 However, as stated above, we observe a lack of

improvement in the LOD with longer integration, suggesting

that field detection is limited by some source of time-invariant

spatial fluctuation in the ODMR signal.

By using bias points on either side of the resonance, our

detection scheme mitigates the effect of fluctuations that are

symmetric about the resonance such as variations in the depth

and width of the ODMR curve. However, the system remains

susceptible to variations that are anti-symmetric about the res-

onance. For example, strain variation within the chip may

cause local shifts in the frequency of the spin transi-

tions.36,37,44 We expect to be able to mitigate this effect and

further improve the limit-of-detection of the system by care-

fully measuring the ODMR spectrum of each pixel in the

FIG. 2. (a) SEM image of small groups of SPNs arranged in a grid pattern, with particle number noted for each group. (b) A magneto-optical image of area

shown in (a). (c) PL image of area shown in (a). (d) SEM image of single particle in upper-right grid spot in (a), with horizontal cut data taken through the par-

ticle. (e) SEM image of single particle in center-right grid spot in (a), with horizontal cut data taken through the particle. (f) SEM image of empty grid spot

(upper-left) in (a), with horizontal cut data taken through center of image. (g) SEM image of upper-middle grid spot in (a) containing two particles, with hori-

zontal cut data taken through both particles. (h) SEM image of center-left grid spot in (a) containing two particles, with horizontal cut data taken through both

particles.

FIG. 3. Plot of SNR as a function of particle count for all 17 non-zero

groups in both imaging areas. Red circles correspond to groups in the first

imaging area (Figure 2), while blue triangles represent groups in the second

area. Dashed line is noise floor (SNR¼ 1).
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imaging area prior to any sensing experiments, allowing for

subsequent computational image correction. Other possible

sources of spatial noise are systematic spatial and thermal

shifts between RF states, which could be reduced by mechani-

cal and thermal isolation of RF components from the rest of

the system. Additional paths to improved detection include

using samples with longer spin-dephasing times, the use of

thinner NV layers obtained using Heþ implantation45,46 or by

direct incorporation of NV centers during epitaxial diamond

growth,47 and improved PL collection efficiency.48 Ultimate

sensitivity will result from an optimized NV density balancing

spin coherence time and PL brightness,28 an NV layer thick-

ness optimized for the diameter and magnetic moment of the

particles to be detected, and collection efficiency into the first

objective much higher than the estimated 3% obtained on the

current setup.

In summary, we have demonstrated room temperature

detection of single 19 nm magnetite SPNs using wide-field

optical microscopy. The significant advantage of this system

over others capable of single SPN detection is its relative

simplicity; detection does not require cryogenic temperatures

or nano-mechanical components, leaving it open to integra-

tion with biological and other nano-scale surface-based

experiments. This marks a significant step forward in the

detection of SPNs, and we expect that it will allow for the

development of bio-sensors capable of detecting a single mo-

lecular surface binding event. Continued improvements in

sensitivity will allow for further applications in biological

detection and imaging, as well as broader applications in the

study of nano-scale magnetic systems.
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